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since the designer of total
immersion racing was still
in college, he was not able
to go to a real race track
and record the car tracks

around the track. he had to
resort to recordings of fast
action scenes from dvds.

he then turned these
recordings into a video
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game environment. the ai
in this game reacts to the
cars position in the video
game, as well as to the

environment (race track,
weather, etc.). total

immersion racing offers a
wide variety of racetracks

from around the world.
most of these tracks are
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based on real tracks.
however, there are a few
tracks that are based on
video game tracks. some

tracks are based on both a
real and a video game
track. the tracks are

available to play with a
wide variety of cars. these
cars have a wide variety of
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stats including high speed,
acceleration, brake speed,

turning, top speed, and
durability. the game also
includes a career mode
with a variety of events

including time trials, races,
and qualifying. this game

also has a battle mode
where you can race against
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up to five opponents at the
same time. they can be

licensed individually or as
a package deal, as with the
total immersion racing box
set. however, the package
deal offers a wide variety
of cars, each with their
own specific stats and

abilities. the package deal
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also offers a wide variety
of tracks. there are many

different challenges
offered, such as different
weather conditions and a

wide variety of terrain. the
game also has a wide

variety of tracks that allow
for racing and stunt

activities, including off-
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road and rally tracks. as
with the other racing

games, there are a wide
variety of vehicles that can
be used. some vehicles are

available only in certain
tracks, and some tracks
are only available with

certain vehicles. the player
is also able to customize
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his or her vehicle. there
are a wide variety of

vehicles with different
stats, including high speed,

acceleration, durability,
and fuel usage. the game

also includes a wide
variety of weapons, such
as machine guns, rockets,

mines, and mines with
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explosives. the player is
also able to customize the

weapons to use them
effectively. 5ec8ef588b
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